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Game Player Appearance and Key List

The image below shows the location of the Output Jacks and Keys as well as the
function of each Jack and Key. (The illustration is for reference only.)

How do you play the game?  
1. Slide the “ON/OFF” key to “ON” to turn on the game player. Slide the
“ON/OFF” key to “OFF” to turn off the game player.

2. Press “Up” or “Down” on the D-Pad to select one of your favorite games,
then press the “START/PAUSE” or “A” key to enter the selected game.

3. Press the “START/PAUSE” key to start playing game.

How do you switch back to game menu quickly while playing the game? 
Press “MENU” key, and the screen will go back to the game menu page.

How to play on TV?
Connect the console to TV using an AV cable (not supplied). Configure the TV
input source to AV “IN”, then press the “MENU” key to display game menu on
TV. The game player will detect the presence of a TV and display the game
video on TV screen automatically when you press “MENU”.

How do you turn off the game player?
Slide the “ON/OFF” key to “OFF” to turn off the game player.
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1. Power ON/OFF
Switch to turn ON/OFF game player

2. Volume Control Switch
Rotate dial to the left/right to
decrease/increase volume  

3. Directional Pad (D-Pad)
Directional Pad for game playing

4. MENU
Return to game menu

5. START/PAUSE
Push to start play and push 
again to pause the action

6. A Key  
Game Key A

7. B Key
Game Key B

8. Earphone Jack
Audio output

9. Video Out Jack 
Video output

Alex Kidd in High Tech World

High-Tech World is the greatest and wildest new video arcade around and Alex Kidd
is determined to find it!  His friend Paul told him about it and the map to find it but
someone has scattered the map in eight pieces around the castle!  In order to get to
the arcade before it closes, Alex Kidd must find all eight pieces and reassemble the
map before it is too late!  There is no time to lose! 

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts the game.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Presses to attack by knife.

Presses to attack by dart if get it.
B Key Presses to jump.
_____________________________________________________________________

Alex Kidd in Miracle World

Radactian, a peaceful and happy city is in danger!  Starting with only a piece of a
map and a Sun Stone medallion, Alex Kidd must explore and face opponents in
eleven unique locations to save the city. While each location has unique dangers,
Alex can win prizes by beating his opponents in the mysterious game of Janken to
help him complete his quest. This is Alex’s greatest challenge yet!  

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Press to select a GAME mode or an option.
Press to make Alex turn left or right.
Press to make "paper, scissor, stone".

Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key Jumps.
B Key Attack.
_____________________________________________________________________

Alex Kidd: The Lost Stars

Alex Kidd, whose mission is to run through each location, knocking down enemies,
and obtain the six miracle balls. These balls are hidden inside the strangest places
like golden eggs, the Fantasy Zone ship, clamshells, Christmas presents, pumpkins,
and desk bells. Alex must then venture through outer space to defeat the evil
Ziggurat.

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts your engine.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Attacks after getting S tool.
B Key Jumps.
_____________________________________________________________________

Assault City

Your home is under assault!  Evil robots are rampaging across the city and it is up to
you to stop them. Shooting the invaders with your laser weapons, you can save the
future of humanity but be careful not to shoot your fellow citizens by mistake!  It is
all up to you!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Shoots the enemies.

Start Key (Start) Starts game.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key Shoots.
B Key Presses to speed up or slow down.
_____________________________________________________________________

Astro Warrior

If the Devil Star Imperial Forces succeed, the galaxy will be lost. As their invasion
looms near, it becomes clear that if they are to be stopped, it is up to you. Lead your
combat team on this high flying space arcade-shooter to victory, otherwise the hope
will be gone. All would be lost if it were not for the heroics of the valiant Astro
Warrior!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts your engine.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Fires.
B Key Fires.
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Aztec Adventure
The Aztec Paradise lies hidden, lost in the primeval jungles of Mexico. While many
have searched in hopes of recovering the legendary treasures there, no one has
succeeded in making it through the dangerous jungle inhabited by the Aztec
guardians. Nino the explorer courageously seeks the Aztec treasure and braves
demons, monsters and spirits in this epic adventure!  If you can help him find his
way through the maze-like jungle and defeat the treasure’s guardians, glory and
riches await you in Paradise!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Navigates.
Start Key (Start) Starts the game.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Selects an item from the item display.
B Key If you don’t press A Key to select an item, press B

Key to attack with your sword.
If you do press A Key to select an item, press B Key
to throw that item in the direction Niño is facing.

_____________________________________________________________________

Baku Baku Animal
In the game Baku Baku Animal you play as the young girl Polly. You will play
through and encounter many different characters, human and animal alike, that you
must defeat in order to win the competition. If you succeed, then you will be the
"zookeeper" for the royal family and take care of their animals. There are three
available levels of difficulty to test your skill in this matching action puzzler.

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Presses to select a GAME mode or an option.
Presses to move the food columns dropping down
right beside animals.

Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
Pauses and press again to resume play.

A Key Arranges the items turning right.
B Key Arranges the items turning left.
_____________________________________________________________________

Bomber Raid
If you can pilot your bomber through the five levels in this arcade shooter, glory
awaits on the other side!  The enemy comes fast and hard by land, air and sea,
attempting to stop you at all cost. Use your bullets and bombs to make your way to
your target and gain powerful bonuses. Be sure to seek the aide of your allies, as
your enemies mean business. Bombs away! 

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts game.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Shoots.
B Key Bombs.
_____________________________________________________________________

Columns
Addictive and ancient, Columns is the game of a bygone era, originating with
Phonecianet merchants. Align puzzle pieces to build columns and bring them
down. Easy to play, yet challenging to master, this is a game to keep you amused for
hours on end. You will quickly understand why this simple puzzler has stood the test
of time. Prepare to lose yourself in this game of the ancients!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Presses to select a GAME mode or an option.
Presses left or right to move the columns in those
directions.
Presses down to increase the speed at which the
columns drop.

Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key or B Key Presses to arrange the items.
_____________________________________________________________________

Dragon Crystal
Dragon Crystal is a dungeon crawler with RPG elements, along the lines of classics
such as Rogue or Nethack. The enemies are visible on screen, and you fight them in
a fast-paced turn-based combat, moving around and pressing direction arrows to
strike with the equipped weapon. Adventure through a randomly generated world
which you should explore carefully--and most importantly, where you must survive! 

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts your engine.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Presses to cancel selected item.
B Key Presses to cancel selected item.

Ecco: The Tides of Time
The ocean home of Ecco the Dolphin is known for its beauty and tranquility. Well,
nothing lasts forever!  The Vortex Queen has come from outer space and the entire
ocean is at risk. In order to save the ocean and the sea creatures, Ecco faces the Tides
of Time. The Tides of Time reveal the two possible futures at hand: either an ocean
at peace or one dominated by the evil Vortex Queen!  Restore time while you still
can!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Presses B KEY to speed up while holding D-Pad.

Start Key (Start) (Use sonar) Ecco’s song ripples out in the direction
he is facing. Sing to other beings and objects for
information, to perform tasks, to repel enemies and
to ward off dangers.
Exits map.

A Key Charges schools of fish for food; charge enemies or
certain barriers to destroy them in a cloud of sea
foam.

B Key Presses to increase speed.
_____________________________________________________________________

Fantasy Zone
Spanning eight colorful planets and challenges, the Fantasy Zone is a solar system
of wonder and adventure. All is not well however, as an evil force wants all the
planets of the Fantasy Zone for their purpose. All you have to do is stop them!
Collect all the coins to prevent the evil ones from building their forces against you
and defeat your enemies on each planet to save the Fantasy Zone!  You can vary the
challenge by starting on a difficulty level of your choosing. This is a great game for
all ages!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts your engine.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Fires.
B Key Fires.
_____________________________________________________________________

Gain Ground
The strategy of the game is based on sizing up the lay of the land, and then figuring
out which fighters are best equipped to deal with it. If there are enemies perched
on walls or behind grave stones, then someone with the ability to lob grenades or
shoot a longbow will be needed, while open areas with enemies require characters
with a faster rate of fire, better foot speed or area-effect weapons. If there are
fighters in need of rescue, you'll have to take into account the number of men
necessary to pull them to the exit, and whether or not you can sacrifice those men
to get to them.

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts game.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Presses to shoot.
B Key Presses to attack enemies with the particular

weapon belonged to particular character.
_____________________________________________________________________

Global Defense
In Global Defense you are the lone pilot of a satellite orbiting the Earth. It is up to
you to save your planet from alien invaders bent of using nuclear warheads to
destroy everything in their path. Featuring shooting and strategy, you must pilot
your satellite to strategically place your defense and while still leaving yourself in a
position to avenge your fallen comrades. The aliens are coming at you fast and
furiously. Target your enemy well; it is the only way to save the Earth from total
destruction!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts your engine.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Presses to move the flight
B Key Presses to shoot
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Mean Bean Machine
Dr. Robotnik, Sonic the Hedgehog’s arch enemy, decides to turn something else into
robots. This time, it's the citizens of Beanville!  It's up to you to save them from their
doom. You drop pairs of beans into the dungeons, trying to create groups of four in
matching colors in Tetris-style gameplay. You must challenge Dr. Robotnik's robots
to a battle and defeat them and eventually face the evil Doctor himself!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts your engine.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Fires.
B Key Fires.
_____________________________________________________________________

Fantasy Zone II (Opa Opa)
The Fantasy Zone is a solar system consisting of eight brightly colored, fantastic
planets. Evil minions are trying to take over all of the planets in the Fantasy Zone by
using misappropriated foreign currency to build their forces. It is your job to
recover all of the coins and save the solar system!  You need to destroy all of the
creatures on each planet and collect as many of the lost coins as you can. At the
end of each level boss monsters pose the ultimate challenge and must be defeated
before moving on to the next world. At various points in the game you will be able
to find a parts shop, which will allow you to purchase improvements to your
spaceship, including better weapons and faster engines.

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.

Start Key (Start) Starts game.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key Presses to shoot enemies.

B Key Presses to bomb enemies.

Golden Axe
Yuria is a strange land, with evil oppressors. Death Adder's soldiers have invaded
every village. Finally, he's kidnapped the King and his daughter, the Princess, and
seized the Golden Axe. Only the strongest and craftiest warriors now have any
chance of defeating him. Three warriors appear to challenge Death Adder-- Ax-
Battler, the terrible Barbarian who arrives from the far plains, Tyris-Flare, the Amazon
who appears from the deep jungles to overcome the oppressors, Gilius-
Thunderhead, the Dwarf who swings a deadly axe. The challenge is overwhelming:
defeat all of Death Adder's soldiers and demolish Death Adder Jr., and then face
their most powerful enemy, Death Adder himself. The reward is to save the lives of
the King and Princess and returning peace to the Kingdom.

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts game.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Presses to slash.
B Key Presses to jump.
_____________________________________________________________________

Kung Fu Kid
A long dormant evil has awakened from its slumber: Madanda is back and badder
than ever!  After thousands of years, the protection your society has vowed to
provide requires action. Fulfilling your oath, you must venture into Madanda’s
stronghold, defeat his minions and finally face Madanda himself. To allow him to
win is to allow darkness to reign over your homeland. Your awesome kung fu skill is
all that stand between Madanda and a horrible fate! 

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts game.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Presses to jump.
B Key Presses to kick.

_____________________________________________________________________

Penguin Land
As a Penguin Mission Commander, you have faced danger and risk before. This time
it’s your mission to find and return three fragile penguin eggs to the safety of their
home. It won’t be easy though!  Your journey will require you to navigate icy mazes,
find secret passageways and survive ice-bound wastelands. Also, you must outsmart
fearsome animal adversaries or your eggs will become omelets. Success will earn
you a reward beyond measure!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Starts the game.
Moves Overbite left or right.
Rolls the Egg.
Pushes a rock.

Start Key (Start) Presses Start Key to freeze the screen, then press D-
Key and your scanners show a map of the entire
maze.

A Key Starts.
Jumps.

B Key Destroys a block.
Drops a rock.
Passes through a tube.
Checks map.

_____________________________________________________________________
Putt And Putter

Putt & Putter is an isometric mini-golf game for 1-2 players. The game has different
height levels. Because there are even bumpers, the game is like a mixture of a classic
minigolf game, a pinball game, and the classic game "Marble Madness".

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Press to control the ball moving directions.
Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
A Key Press to cancel ball moving.
B Key Press to show ball moving path.

Press to hit the ball to move.
_____________________________________________________________________

Quartet
Life is never easy on the run; it does get easier when you can fly though. With your
backpack at the ready you can ease your task of fighting your way through legions
of enemies and searching for the power-ups. In this exciting and fast-paced side
scroller, if you can survive and find the key then you can make it to the next level.
Remember to avoid the inhabitants of the land!  They are not friendly!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Moves right and left.
Squats.

Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
Pauses and un-pauses the game.

A Key Jumps.
B Key Fires.
_____________________________________________________________________

Ristar the Shooting Star
Greedy, an evil tyrant, even has arisen to control a solar system full of sentient
beings. Yet he did not count on the intervention of the hero's son, Ristar!  The
inhabitants of a lush forest planet, the last planet in the tyrant’s evil agenda, manage
to send a call of help to the solar system ancient hero moments before being
overrun.

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts your engine.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
A Key Extends hand to attack enemies and grab tools.
B Key Jumps.
_____________________________________________________________________

Snail Maze
Maze after maze await your trusty snail as you help him search for his way back
home. Full of dead-ends and dangerous turns, it is sure to become more difficult
the closer you get to your goal. This is entertaining fun that will last as long as you
do!  You had better get started; home awaits!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction and pass the maze in certain
time.
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Sonic Drift 2
With even more danger and high speed racing thrills than before, Sonic, the fastest
blue hedgehog around is back!  Together with six of his friends and foes Sonic will
race as they do battle around the track. This is a no-holds-barred affair, combing
speed and racing skills with amazing antics as they do anything and everything to
win the race. Jump behind the wheel and help Sonic to victory!  

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Activates Special Ability when press up.

Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key Returns to previous screen/cancels selections.
Brakes.

B Key Enters selections.
Accelerates.

Sonic Chaos
The evil maniac Dr. Robotnik has another twisted idea to take over the world!  This
time he wants to steal the mystical Chaos Emeralds. The Emeralds are the source of
vitality for all living things. The evil Doctor has already snatched the Red Chaos
Emerald, causing the other Emeralds to lose balance and fly into a parallel universe.
Now South Island is sinking into the ocean. Sonic and Tails will have to use all their
super speed and super stunts to stop Dr. Robotnik and restore harmony to the
universe!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Highlights Sonic or Knuckles in Character Select
screen.
Controls the direction Sonic moves while running
or spinning.
When pressed up, makes Sonic look up when he’s
standing still. When pressed down, makes Sonic
crouch.

Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key Toss and jump to attack the enemy.
Long press to speed toss and release the key to
forward toss.

B Key Toss and jump to attack the enemy.
Long press to speed toss and release the key to
forward toss.

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Sonic Spinball
The twisted Dr. Robotnik is back! And this time he’s hatched an evil plan to
transform all the creatures of Mobius into robots. To do this, Robotnik has designed
the Volcano Veg-O Fortress, a super-efficient robot factory hidden inside an island
volcano. Sonic, the world’s coolest hedgehog, has to free his friends and stop
Robotnik’s sinister scheme, before it’s too late!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction Sonic moves while running
or spinning.
When pressed up, makes Sonic look up when he’s
standing still. When pressed down, makes Sonic
crouch.

Start Key (Start) Advances through Title and Scoring screens.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key Controls left flipper.
Makes Sonic jump when standing or running (Key
B also does this).
Sends Sonic into his Super Spin Dash. Hold the D-
Pad in the “down” direction and press A or B Key (B
Key also does this).

B Key Controls right flipper.
Makes Sonic jump when standing or running.(A
Key also does this).

Sonic Triple Trouble
Chaos Emeralds hold the key to power and the evil Dr. Robotnik has achieved his
goal – he has found them all!  There is still a chance to prevent Robotnik from using
the emeralds to fulfill his plan however: five emeralds have somehow been lost
again and Sonic must find them first. Nack the Weasel joins the fun as he competes
in the search. Just when Sonic thought it was safe, a race to get the emeralds is
underway! It is up to you to keep these powerful jewels out of the hands of
Robotnik before all is lost! 

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Highlights Sonic or Knuckles in Character Select
screen.
Controls the direction Sonic moves while running
or spinning.
When pressed up, makes Sonic look up when he’s
standing still. When pressed down, makes Sonic
crouch.

Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key Toss and jump to attack the enemy.
Long press to speed toss and release the key to
forward toss.

B Key Toss and jump to attack the enemy.
Long press to speed toss and release the key to
forward toss.

Super Columns
Columns is a colorful game of block stacking fun. Match groups of three common
colors as they drop and they will be removed from the game area. Allow them build
into towering columns and you lose!  It is you against the blocks in this sparkling
puzzler. Addictive and fast paced with multiple game play versions, this is game for
everyone to enjoy, solo or in two player mode!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Press to select a GAME mode or an option.
Press left or right to move the columns in those
directions.
Press down to increase the speed at which the
columns drop.

Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key or B Key Press to arrange the items.
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Tails Adventures
Although Sonic and Tails the Fox are the best of friends, there are times when even
they have to a break. For these quiet times, Tails likes to retreat to Tails Island, a
beautiful tropical island. While sleeping one day on a tree stump in the forest, the
robot ducks, a conquering race of ducks with a clown as a leader, began to burn
down the Poloi Forest. Seeing the devastation, Tails quickly grabs some bombs and
heads out to confront these evil mallards and to save not only his home and his
island, but the planet itself!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.
Start Key (Start) Starts game.

Pauses and un-pauses game.
Changes the tools.

A Key Uses tools.
B Key Jumps.

Presses again while hero is on the air to make him
fly.

_____________________________________________________________________

The Ninja
Live the excitement and history of feudal Japan as the mighty warrior Kazamaru as
you battle the evil emperor Gyokuro and his powerful Ohkami ninjas!  Gyokuro has
imprisoned the princess somewhere in his castle and you must use all your martial
arts skills to search its many areas to free her. If you can defeat the army on ninjas
along the way, you will still have to face Gyokuro himself to win her freedom!

Directional Pad (D-Pad) Controls the direction.

Start Key (Start) Starts the game.
Pauses and un-pauses game.

A Key Attacks where Kazamaru faces.

B Key Attacks upward.
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